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あ ら ま し

本稿で は 、 左線形シャ ロ ー 項書換 え 系の 停止性が 決定可能で あ る こ と を 示す ． 本手法の 手続き は 依 存グラ

フ に お け る 引 数の 伝播の 分析と ， 木オー トマ トン 技術に よ る 項の 到達可能性の 検証で 構成さ れ る ． ま た ， 提案 す る 手
法が 他の クラ スに も 適用可能か を 検討す る ．
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Abstract In this paper, we show that the termination is decidable for left-linear shallow term rewriting systems.
The decision procedure consists of the analysis of argument propagation in the dependency graph and the reachability between two terms that is verified by using tree automata techniques. We also explore the potentiality of this
method to other rewriting systems such as growing TRSs.
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1. Introduction
Termination is one of the central properties of term rewriting systems (TRSs for short). A TRS terminates if it does

Therefore, it is fruitful to identify the decidability barrier
and study decidability issues for some intermediate classes,
especially if these classes are expressive enough to capture
interesting rules.

not admit any infinite rewrite sequences; conversely, it does

The class of shallow TRS, since it has been proposed just

not terminate if admitting an infinite rewrite sequence. Ter-

a few years before, is attracting some interests from re-

mination guarantees that any expression cannot be infinitely

searchers. A TRS is called shallow if in each rule l → r,

rewritten, and hence, the existence of a normal form for

if all variables in l, r occur at depth 0 or 1. While the decid-

it. As we go from simple to more general classes of term

ability problems of reachability, joinability, confluence for the

rewriting systems, the complexity of deciding termination

shallow cases are being well studied recently, its decidabil-

increases until it becomes undecidable. For example, while

ity property of termination requires further investigation. In

in some strongly restricted case, termination becomes a de-

year 2005, the affirmative result for right-linear shallow case

cidable property, such as right-ground TRSs [4], which is the

was shown by Godoy and Tiwari [7]. In this paper, we give a

generalization of Huet and Lankford’s result [3] for ground

result on the decidability of termination for left-linear shal-

rewrite cases. Termination is an undecidable property for

low TRSs and present a practical decision procedure. More-

general TRSs, this is true even if one allows for only unary

over, to show the potentiality of our method, we extend our

function symbols in the rules, or for only one rewrite rule.

method not only to cover the right-linear shallow cases but

also to a more general class of growing TRSs. Since Nagaya
and Toyama [10] obtained the decidability result for almost
orthogonal growing TRSs, we will show by examples that

Let C be a context with a hole . We write C[t] for the
term obtained from C by replacing  with a term t.
A substitution θ is a mapping from V to T (F, V) such that

our method is capable of tackling a different range of grow-

the set {x ∈ V | θ(x) 6= x} called the domain of θ and de-

ing rewriting systems. What is more important is that our

noted by Dom(θ) is finite. We usually identify a substitution

method can actually find an infinite rewriting sequence if R

θ with the set {x 7→ θ(x) | x ∈ Dom(θ)} of variable bindings.

does not terminate.

We denote Ran(θ) = {θ(x) | x ∈ Dom(θ)} as the range of

Our proof relies on the decidability of reachability that

θ. Substitutions are naturally extended to homomorphisms

can be verified by using tree automata techniques [1]. Con-

from T (F, V) to T (F, V). In the following, we write tθ in-

cerning automated termination proofs for term rewriting sys-

stead of θ(t). The composition θ1 θ2 of two substitutions θ1

tems, the dependency pair approach proposed in the refer-

and θ2 is defined by x(θ1 θ2 ) = (xθ1 )θ2 for all x ∈ V.

ence [6] is one of the most powerful techniques. Based on

A rewrite rule l → r is a directed equation which satisfies

the notion of dependency pair, by doing a transformation on

l 6∈ V and Var(r)⊂
=Var(l). We call l the left-hand side and
r the right-hand side of the rewrite rule. The reverse of the

the dependency graph, our method gathers all the essential
conditions for the existence of an infinite dependency chain

rewrite rule l → r is r → l. A term rewriting system TRS

which implies the non-termination of TRS.

is a set of finite rewrite rules. If the two conditions l 6∈ V

The organization of this paper is as follows: in section 2, we

and Var(r)⊂
=Var(l) are not imposed, then we call it extended

review the preliminary definitions of term rewriting systems;

TRS (eTRS). In this paper, we will use eTRS implicitly for

in section 3, we recall the definitions and results concerning

convenience. The rewrite relation →R ⊂
=T (F, V) × T (F, V)
associated with a TRS R is defined as follows: s →R t if

dependency pair approach and tree automata techniques; in
section 4, we give the detailed termination decision proof for

there exist a rewrite rule l → r ∈ R, a substitution θ, and a

left-linear shallow TRSs; in section 5, we extend our method

position p ∈ Pos(s) such that s|p = lθ and t = s[rθ]p . The

to other term rewriting cases and explain them respectively;

subterm lθ of s is called a redex and we say that s rewrites

in section 6, we compare our method with two existing re-

to t by contracting redex lθ. We say that p is a redex posi-

sults related.

tion. The transitive closure of →R is denoted by →+
R . The

2. Preliminaries

transitive and reflexive closure of →R is denoted by →∗R . If
s →∗R t, then we say that there is a rewrite sequence starting

We assume the reader is familiar with the standard defini-

from s, which reduces to t or t is reachable from s by R. We

tions of term rewriting systems [2] and here we just review

use →R to denote the root rewrite step and →R to denote

the main notations used in this paper.

the rewrite step where redex position occurs below the root.

A signature F is a set of function symbols, where every

ε

>ε

A term without redexes is called a normal form. We say that

f ∈ F is associated with a non-negative integer number

a term t has a normal form if there exists a rewrite sequence

by an arity function: arity : F → N(= {0, 1, 2, . . .}). Func-

starting from t that reduces to a normal form.

tion symbols of arity 0 are called constant symbols. The set

A rewrite rule l → r is called left-linear (resp. right-linear)

T (F, V) of all terms built from a signature F and a countable

if no variable occurs twice in l (resp. r). It is called linear

infinite set V of variables such that F ∩ V = ∅, is represented

if it is both left- and right-linear. A TRS is called left-linear

by T (F, V). The set of ground terms is denoted by T (F, ∅)

(resp. right-linear, resp. linear) if all of its rules are left-

(T (F) for short). We write s = t when two terms s and t are

linear (resp. right-linear, resp. linear).

identical. The root symbol of a term t is denoted by root(t).

For a TRS R, a term t ∈ T (F, V) terminates if there is

The set of all positions in a term t is denoted by Pos(t).

no infinite rewrite sequences starting from t. R terminates

Here ε represents the root position. Positions are partially
<, that is, p <
ordered by the prefix order =
= q if there exists an r such that p · r = q. We write p < q if p <
= q

over T ⊂
=T (F, V) if all terms in T terminate. In the case that
T = T (F, V), we say that R terminates.

and p 6= q. If p ∈ Pos(t), then t|p denotes the subterm of

bol of R if f = root(l) for some rewrite rule l → r ∈ R.

For a TRS R, a function symbol f ∈ F is a defined sym-

t at position p, and t[s]p denotes the term that is obtained

The set of all the defined symbols of R is denoted by

from t by replacing the subterm at position p by the term

DR = {root(l) | ∃l → r ∈ R}. We write CR for the set of all

s. We denote by  the subterm ordering, that is, t  u if

the constructor symbols of R which is defined as F\DR . A

u is a subterm of t, and t  u if t  u and t 6= u. The

term t has a defined root symbol if root(t) ∈ DR .

height of a term t is 0 if t is a variable or a constant, and
1 + max({height(si ) | i ∈ {1, . . . , m}}) if t = f (s1 , . . . , sm ).

3. Dependency pairs and tree automata
In this section, we recall the definition of the dependency
pair approach [5,6] and the results concerning tree automata

(1)

T

(→∗R )[{ti }] 6= ∅ ?

1<
=i<
=n

(2)

T

(→∗R )[{ti }] ∩ {t0 } 6= ∅ ?

1<
=i<
=n

4. Termination of left-linear shallow TRSs

techniques that will be used for testing reachability.
Let R be a TRS over a signature F. F ] denotes the union

In this section, we first describe the definition of shallow

]
]
of F and DR
= {f ] | f ∈ DR } where F ∩ DR
= ∅ and f ] has

TRSs, then we prove the decidability of termination for left-

the same arity as f . We call these new symbols dependency

linear shallow TRSs.

pair symbols. Given a term t = f (t1 , . . . , tn ) ∈ T (F, V) with

Definition 4.1 (Shallow TRS) A TRS R is called shal-

]

]

f defined, we write t for the term f (t1 , . . . , tn ). If l → r ∈ R

low, if all its rewrite rules have the form f (t1 , . . . , tn ) →

and u is a subterm of r with a defined root symbol, then the

g(s1 , . . . , sm ), x → g(s1 , . . . , sm ) or f (t1 , . . . , tn ) → x where

]

]

rewrite rule l → u is called a dependency pair of R. The set

every ti and si is either a variable of V or a ground term of

of all dependency pairs of R is denoted by DP(R). For any

T (F), and where x ∈ V, and n, m can be 0 (if f or g have

subset T ⊂
= T (F, V) consisting of terms with a defined root
symbol, we denote the set {t] | t ∈ T } by T ] .

arity 0).

For a TRS R, a (possibly infinite) sequence of dependency
pairs s]1 → t]1 , s]2 → t]2 , . . . is a dependency chain if there exist substitutions τ1 , τ2 , . . . such that t]i τi →∗R s]i+1 τi+1 holds
for every two consecutive dependency pairs s]i → t]i and
s]i+1 → t]i+1 in the sequence.
Example 3.1 For TRS R2 in Example 4.2,

Example 4.2 Let s, t, u, v be ground terms, the TRSs R1 =
{ f (t, x, y) → g(u, x, y), g(x, y, t) → h(x, y), h(y, s) →
f (y, y, u) }, R2 = { f (x, y, z) → g(x, y, z), g(u, x, v) →
f (x, x, x) } and R3 = { f (x, y) → f (u, y), f (u, z) → f (z, v) }
are left-linear shallow.
Definition 4.3 (Labeling Function) Let R be a shallow

=

TRS and p be a backward path in EDG(R) of the form nd1 ←

{f, g}, DP(R2 ) = { f ] (x, y, z) → g ] (x, y, z), g ] (u, x, v) →

nd2 ← · · · ← ndi ← ndi+1 ← · · · , and M be the maximum

f ] (x, x, x) }.

arity of the root symbol of the left-hand side of all the nodes in

Theorem 3.2 ( [5, 6]) For a non-extended TRS R, R does

EDG(R). A labeling function Lp : N → DP(R) × P(T (F))M

not terminate if and only if there exists an infinite depen-

is defined as follows:

DR2

dency chain.
The nodes of the dependency graph DG(R) are the depen-

(1) Denote nd1 as hf ] (t1 , . . . , tn ), g ] (s1 , . . . , sm )i: Lp (1) :=
1
) where if 1 <
(nd1 , S11 , . . . , SM
=i<
= n and ti 6∈ V, then
Si1 := {ti }; else Si1 := ∅.

dency pairs of R and there is an arrow from a pair s] → t] to
u] → v ] if and only if there exist substitutions σ and τ such

(2) Denote ndi and ndi+1 as hf ] (t1 , . . . , tn ), g ] (s1 , . . . , sm )i

that t] σ →∗R u] τ . Note that the dependency graph is not

and hh] (v1 , . . . , vk ), f ] (u1 , . . . , un )i, and let Lp (i) :=

computable in general. Several approximation are worked
which consists the dependency graph of R as a subgraph.

i+1
i
)
): Lp (i+1) := (ndi+1 , S1i+1 , . . . , SM
(ndi , S1i , . . . , SM
i+1
<
<
:= {vj };
where if 1 = j = k and vj 6∈ V, then Sj
<
else if 1 <
j
k
and
Λ
=
{l
∈
{1,
.
.
.
,
n}
| vj =
=
=

Some details can be found in [1]. In this paper, we generally

ul and ul ∈ V} is not empty, then Sji+1 :=

out to compute the estimated dependency graphs, each of

of DG(R) or EDG(R). 1
Given a directed graph, a (possibly infinite) backward path
is a path of the form nd1 ← nd2 ← · · · ← ndi ← ndi+1 ← · · ·
in the graph such that for every two consecutive nodes ndi
and ndi+1 there is an arrow from ndi+1 to ndi .
Next, we give a result concerning tree automata.
Proposition 3.3 ( [1, 9, 10]) For a left-linear growing
(shallow) TRS R, let t0 , t1 , . . . , tn to be ground terms and
denote (→∗R )[L] = {s ∈ T (F) | s →∗R t, t ∈ L}, then the
following problems are decidable:

Sji+1 := ∅.
Definition 4.4 (Argument Propagation Cycling) Let
R be a shallow TRS and p be a backward path in EDG(R)
of the form nd1 ← nd2 ← · · · ← ndi ← ndi+1 ← · · · . An
argument propagation cycling (APC for short) is a finite sequence of labels of the form Lp (i), Lp (i + 1), . . . , Lp (j) such
that Lp (i) = Lp (j).
We say an APC is minimal if all its proper subsequences
are not APC.
Lemma 4.5 For left-linear shallow TRSs, the set A of all
minimal APCs is finite and computable.
Proof.

1

A graph is said to be strongly connected if each node is reachable

from an arbitrary node.

Sli ; else

l∈Λ

denote approximation of dependency graph as EDG(R) for
any TRS R. We write SCS for a strongly connected subgraph

S

For any left-linear shallow TRS R, observe that the

number of nodes in EDG(R) are finite and since the number of all the ground terms at depth 1 in the left-hand side

of all the nodes are finite, the value of Sk in the labeling

(1)–(4), starting from which reversely to ndx , a dependency

function is finite set too. Thus, the union of the ranges of

chain can be constructed and it will be equal to the instance

labels Lp (·) for all backward paths is finite. It follows from

again when reaching node ndx . Thus the dependency chain

the minimality that A is finite.

loops and does not terminate.

A can be computed by the following procedure: generate

The only if part can be argued based on the fact that,

all the backward paths starting from each node in EDG(R)

in any infinite dependency chain corresponding to an SCS

while doing labeling synchronically, stop at the point when

in the dependency graph, the property of left-linear shallow

an APC is found for the first time and output this APC.

guarantees the existence of a corresponding ’transformed’ in-

The soundness of this procedure is obvious as the pro-

finite dependency chain by delaying the R-reductions at each

cedure finds ’APCs’ satisfying the Definition 4.4 and mini-

position of the arguments at depth 1 in the right-hand side

mality. The completeness of this procedure can be argued

of the node if the argument at the corresponding position

as follows: if there is a minimal APC Lp (i), . . . , Lp (j) that

of the left-hand side of its successor node is a variable, and

is not in the output of the procedure, we can assume that

just copying the value to that position, until it becomes a

the backward path corresponding to this APC is of the form

ground term, then doing all the R-reductions including de-

nd1 ← · · · ← ndi ← · · · ← ndj ← · · · such that no subse-

layed ones to this ground term. Also notice that it will fi-

quences of Lp (1), . . . , Lp (j − 1) are APCs. The existence of

nally return back to the starting node with the same ground

such a backward path can be shown by a study on the case
if there is a APC Lp (i0 ), . . . , Lp (j 0 ) such that j 0 <
= i and the

definition of minimal smooth APC, we can know that any

case if i0 < i < j 0 < j. Thus, it is easy to know that this

’transformed’ dependency chain is corresponding to a mini-

minimal APC will be found by the checking along the back-

mal smooth APC.

ward path above starting from node nd1 in the procedure.
It leads to a contradiction.

2

We stress that for any minimal APC with length L in A,
there are L−1 minimal APCs homogeneous to it, here homogeneous is in the sense that for termination determination,
they can be viewed as one case since they are from the same
’cycle’.

instance of the right-hand side. Thus, by considering the

Theorem 4.8 Termination of left-linear shallow TRSs are
decidable.
Proof.

For any left-linear shallow TRS R, we can assume

R is non-extended, otherwise R does not terminate. The
decision procedure turns to be computing A first, and then
checking the existence of any minimal smooth APC. Since
from Lemma 4.5, A is computable, hence the theorem fol-

Definition 4.6 (Smooth APC) Let R be a shallow TRS,

lows from Theorem 3.2, Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 4.7.
2

an ACP of the form Lp (x), . . . , Lp (y) is smooth if the following conditions are satisfied:
]
]
For x <
= i <
= y, let ndi = hf (t1 , . . . , tn ), g (s1 , . . . , sm )i
and ndi+1 = hh] (v1 , . . . , vk ), f ] (u1 , . . . , un )i. For 1 <
= j <
=
n:
(1) If uj ∈ V and tj ∈ V, then

(2) If uj ∈ T (F) and tj ∈ V, then

5. Extension
In this section, we explore the potentiality of this method
to other rewriting systems such as growing TRSs. First of

T

(→∗R )[{t}] 6= ∅.

t∈Sji

T

(→∗R )[{t}] ∩ {uj } 6=

t∈Sji

all, we give the definition of growing TRSs.
Definition 5.1 (Growing TRS) A rewrite rule l → r is
growing if all variables in V ar(l) ∩ V ar(r) occur at depth 0
or 1 in l. A TRS R is growing if every rewrite rule in R is

∅.
(3) If uj ∈ V and tj ∈ T (F), then true.
(4) If uj ∈ T (F) and tj ∈ T (F), then (→∗R )[{tj }]∩{uj } 6=

growing and R is rev-growing if the reverse of every rule is
growing.
Example 5.2 TRS R4 = { f (u, x) → g(x, t), g(x, y) →

∅.
Lemma 4.7 For a left-linear shallow R, there exists an infinite dependency chain if and only if there is a minimal
smooth APC.
Proof.

2

We firstly prove the if part, the condition clauses of

(1)–(4) in Definition 4.6 exhaust all the cases, observe that
left-linear shallow TRSs only allow variable or ground term
arguments at depth 1. Therefore, we can choose an ground
instance of the right-hand side of ndy that satisfies conditions

h(x, p(x, y)), h(s, x) → f (x, x) } are left-linear growing
TRSs, where s, t, u are ground terms of T (F) and p is a
function symbol of arity 2.
The possible extensions of our method are shown in the
table below, where the second column presents the condition that TRS R should satisfy, the third column gives the
condition that DP(R) should satisfy.

(2) Nagaya and Toyama [10] obtained the decidability re-

No. Term Rewriting System Dependency Pair
1

left-linear shallow

–

sult for almost orthogonal growing TRSs. We claim

2

right-linear shallow

–

that the applicable classes of Nagoya’s and ours do

3

left-linear growing

shallow

4

right-linear rev-growing

shallow

5

left-linear growing

right-linear

6

right-linear rev-growing

left-linear

not cover each other. Considering examples R3 and
R4 : R3 is left-linear shallow, since there is a non-trivial
critical pair hf (u, z), f (z, v)i, R3 is not almost orthogonal; DP(R4 ) is neither shallow nor right-linear, since
all its critical pairs are trivial overlays, R4 is almost

Notice that (4) implies (2). We will explain all these extensions respectively.

7. Conclusion

(1) Theorem 4.8.
(2) Theorem 5.3 Termination of right-linear shallow

For right-linear shallow TRS R,

DP(R) is right-linear shallow too. Notice that (→∗R−1
)[L] is regular, we simply reverse the labeling direction
and our method will work well for this case.

In this paper we have shown that termination is a decidable property for left-linear shallow TRSs and hence we can

TRSs are decidable.
Proof. (Sketch)

orthogonal.

2

automatically prove termination or non-termination of any
left-linear shallow TRSs. We also showed that our method
are applicable for more general cases as listed in the table in
Section 5.
Based on the notion of dependency pair, we accomplished

(3) Theorem 5.4 Termination of left-linear growing

our proof by argument propagation on its estimated depen-

TRSs with its dependency pairs being shallow are de-

dency graph. Then the conditions for the existence of an in-

cidable.

finite dependency chain are being checked by tree automata

Proof. (Sketch)

For left-linear growing TRS R with

techniques. According to the comparison with two existing

DP(R) being shallow, notice it is allowed to do ar-

results, we showed that this method can tackle a new field

guments propagation in exactly the same way as the

of rewriting systems which can not be solved by the existing

one for left-linear shallow TRS case and (→∗R−1 )[L] is

ways. It is worthwhile to do further studies on the extension

regular too, thus our decision method is applicable for

of this method, left-linear growing case for instance.

this case.
(4) Theorem 5.5 Termination of right-linear rev-growing
TRSs with its dependency pairs being shallow are decidable.
Proof. (Sketch)
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For right-linear rev-growing TRS R

with DP(R) being shallow, by reversing the labeling
direction, it can be argued the same way as for the
case of left-linear growing TRS R with DP(R) being
shallow.
(5) Conjecture 5.6 Termination of left-linear growing
TRSs with its dependency pairs being right-linear are
decidable.
(6) Conjecture 5.7 Termination of right-linear revgrowing TRSs with its dependency pairs being leftlinear are decidable.

6. Comparison
In this section, we compare our result with two existing
results related with shallow and growing TRSs.
(1) Godoy and Tiwari [7] gave a result for right-linear shallow cases which is one of the solvable classes by our
method.
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